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An analysis of the electronic structure and bonding in the ternary silicide YNiSi3 is made, using extended
Hückel tight-binding calculations. The YNiSi3 structure consists of Ni-capped Si2 dimer layers and Si zigzag
chains. Significant bonding interactions are present between the silicon atoms in the structure. The oxidation
state formalism of (Y3+)(Ni0)(Si3)3− for YNiSi3 constitutes a good starting point to describe its electronic
structure. Si atoms receive electrons from the most electropositive Y in YNiSi3, and Ni 3d and Si 3p states
dominate below the Fermi level. There is an interesting electron balance between the two Si and Ni sublattices.
Since the π* orbitals in the Si chain and the Ni d and s block levels are almost completely occupied, the charge
balance for YNiSi3 can be rewritten as (Y3+)(Ni2−)(Si2−)(Si-Si)+, making the Si2 layers oxidized. These results
suggest that the Si zigzag chain contains single bonds and the Si2 double layer possesses single bonds within a
dimer with a partial double bond character. Strong Si-Si and Ni-Si bonding interactions are important for giving
stability to the structure, while essentially no metal-metal bonding exists at all. The 2D metallic behavior of this
compound is due to the Si-Si interaction leading to dispersion of the several Si2 π bands crossing the Fermi level
in the plane perpendicular to the crystallographic b axis. 
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Introduction

Metal silicides are valued for their hardness, chemical
stability, and high melting point and are involved in
applications such as high-temperature structural materials1

and silicon technology.2 Many ternary silicides are known,
often containing a rare-earth metal or an early transition
metal as one component and a late transition metal as
another component.3,4 For combinations of these metals, the
vast majority of these compounds contain Ni.5 Difficulties in
the crystal growth of silicides often hinder their crystal
structure determination and could limit proper characterization. 

Recently Kanatzidis and co-workers reported the structure
and properties of the two ternary silicides MNiSi3 (M=Sm,
Y) synthesized in Ga metal flux.6 The structures, determined
by single-crystal X-ray diffraction, adopt the SmNiGe3

structure type7 with zigzag Si chains and Si2 dimers. YNiSi3
crystallizes orthorhombic (space group Cmmm) with lattice
constants of a = 3.930 Å, b = 21.021 Å, and c = 3.960 Å. The
three-dimensional structure of YNiSi3 is shown in Figure 1. 

As one can see from the structural discussion in the next
section, the simple Zintl concept is not applicable to this
compound. According to the Zintl viewpoint, the electro-
negative Si atoms attain an octet on the Si chains (1) and the
Si2 dimers (2) through formation of covalent bonds or
presence of lone pairs. The Si oxidation states in the chain
and dimer units are regarded as -2 and -3, respectively. This
would give eight negative formal charges per three silicons.

Therefore, if Y is in the oxidation state +3, the char
balance of YNiSi3 can be written as (Y3+)(Ni5+)(Si2−)(Si2)6−.
An unreasonably high oxidation state for Ni is n
acceptable, because the Pauling electronegativities for
(1.8) and Si (1.8) are so similar that it is not likely that Ni 
electropositive enough to donate electrons to Si. Obvious
some electrons should be transferred from the Si anion
the empty d-block levels of the Ni5+ cation. If so, from which
Si sublattice are the electrons removed? And what is 
electronic configuration of the Ni and Si sublattices? In t
present work, we examine these questions and the bon
characteristics by calculating the electronic structures
YNiSi3 using the extended Hückel tight-binding (EHTB
method.8,9 The atomic parameters employed for o
calculations are listed in Table 1. 

Crystal Structure

In order to understand our discussion of the electro

Table 1. Atomic Parameters Used in the Calculations

atom orbital Hii (eV) ζ1 C1
a ζ2 C2

a ref

Y 5s -6.01 1.74 14
5p -3.62 1.70
4d -5.74 1.56 0.8213 3.55 0.3003

Ni 4s -9.0 2.10 15
4p -4.2 2.10
3d -10.5 5.75 0.5683 2.00 0.6292

Si 3s -17.3 1.383 15
3p -9.2 1.383

aCoefficients in double-ζ expansion.
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structure of YNiSi3, it is necessary to describe its crystal
structure briefly. YNiSi3 contains pseudo-hexagonal nets
formed by Si and Ni atoms in the ab plane (see Figure 1).
There are two different types of silicon fragments, infinite
zigzag Si chain and Si2 dimer layer. In the former case, each
Si has two Si neighbors at a distance of 2.386 Å, forming
infinite kinked Si chains. The Si chains run along the a axis
with the plane of the chain being parallel to the ab plane.
The arrangement of the latter Si atoms may be viewed as a
two-dimensional (2D) array of Si pairs, aligned parallel to
the b axis. The Si-Si distance within the dimers is 2.35 Å and
is essentially identical to that in elemental Si.10 The closest
Si-Si contacts between adjacent dimers are very short (2.79
Å) compared to the van der Waals distance (4.2 Å) between
two silicon atoms.11 The double layers of Si chains and Si
dimers are connected via a layer of Ni atoms, which are
coordinated in a slightly distorted square pyramidal geometry
to two Si(1) atoms at 2.29 Å and two Si(3) atoms at 2.27 Å
forming the base, and to a Si(2) atom at 2.26 Å forming the
apex. This produces a 3D pseudo-hexagonal tunnel framework
with Y atoms filling the tunnels. Thus the primary Si-Si
separations in chains and dimers, 2.386 and 2.35 Å, are
clearly bonding contacts and the 2.79 Å separation between
pairs in the 2D layer is also most probably bonding. The
observed Ni-Si distances compare favorably to the Pauling
single bond distance of 2.33 Å. The short distances may
imply a significant bonding interaction between them.

Electronic Structure
 
 A. Oxidation State of YNiSi3. An interesting issue here

is how the valence electrons are distributed in this compound.
At first glance, the electronic distribution in YNiSi3 seems to

be straightforward. The assumption that the formal charge
Y would be 3+ is reasonable, because it is the most elec
positive atom in YNiSi3. This is also supported by the
projected DOS curves in Figure 2 which shows contributio
of the Y, Ni, and Si atoms to the total density of states (DO
calculated for YNiSi3. The projected DOS curves revea
substantial covalent mixing of these states. Above the Fe
level (Ef), the unfilled states have their major contributio
from Y 4d orbitals, so Y transfers all its valence electrons
become Y3+. Therefore, we can assign the electron distribut
as Y3+[NiSi3]3-. Since Ni is as electronegative as Si, howev
it is not likely that Ni will donate electrons to silicons. Th
narrow peak from -9.5 to -11.5 eV located well below t
Fermi level represents filled states composed mainly of
3d character. With all its 3d orbitals fully occupied, it wou
appear that Ni has a configuration of d10 and is either neutral
(Ni0) or possibly even negatively charged (Ni2−), consistent
with the absence of any measurable moment on Ni.6 This
could be responsible for the relatively short Y-Ni distance
3.05 Å. If we assume a d10 configuration for the Ni atoms,
we arrive at the formulation [Y3+Ni0(Si3)3−]. The oxidation
state (Si3)3− can be rewritten as (Si-)(Si2)2− or (Si2−)(Si2)−,
which implies that what to assign as a formal charge for 
isolated sublattices, the zigzag Si chain and the 2D Si2 layer,
is not obvious. These observations suggest that the convent
electron counting scheme fails to give a realistic picture
cases such as these. To further address this problem, we
to take a closer look at the bonding characteristics of t
silicide by simply assigning one negative charge to each
even though there is a common Fermi level in the full lattic

B. The Si Chain. One type of Si that is present in th
structure forms zigzag chains with Si-Si distances of 2.3
Å, well separated from neighboring Si chains. The ba
structure of the infinite Si chain is shown in Figure 3a. T
bands are labeled as σ or π. The essential bonding is that o
the familiar polyacetylene chain.12 All energy bands are
folded back at the zone boundary, X,12 as a consequence o
the 2-fold screw axis symmetry of the chain with the Si2 unit
cell. There are two low-lying σ (σ1, σ2) bands, both Si-Si

Figure 1. Crystal structure of YNiSi3 with the unit cell outlined.

Figure 2. Density of states (DOS) plots for YNiSi3 and its Y, Ni,
and Si projections. The Fermi level is drawn in the dashed line
-6.96 eV.
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bonding, the upper one less so. The two branches of the band
are labeled as π and π* . The π and π*  (pz) bands are in the
same energy range as the bonding σ3 and σ4 (px and py)
levels. Here, the x, y, and z axes correspond respectively to
the a, b, and c crystallographic directions for the coordinate
system given in Figure 1. The top of the π*  band is Si-Si
antibonding and the bottom of it is nonbonding; while the
top of the π band is nonbonding and the bottom of it is Si-Si
bonding. The antibonding σ*  (σ5, σ6) levels are at higher
energies (not shown in the figure). The DOS plots of these
bands are shown in Figure 3b. The bonding and antibonding
character of the bands can be seen in the crystal orbital
overlap population (COOP)9 curves presented in Figure 3c.

If we assume five electrons per Si for the purposes of the
present discussion, a canonical form of the resonance
structure for the ∞1[Si22−] zigzag chain would be described
schematically as 3. As we fill all bonding levels with 10
electrons per Si2 unit cell, the highest occupied π (pz) band

contains two electrons. Due to the way the σ4 and π bands
cross, however, the σ4 band is incompletely filled and the π*

band is slightly occupied (see Figure 3a). The integrated
overlap population for the Si-Si bond is calculated to be
0.97. We are now in a position to discuss the Si chains

enveloped by the Ni double layer. In this chain each S
connected to the nickel atoms, as indicated by 4. For those
silicon atoms connected to Ni, there are two types of orbi

that are responsible for the Ni-Si interactions. One of the
likely to interact more strongly with the nickel, is the σ-type
orbital illustrated in 5 at left, and the other is a π-type orbital
shown in 5 at right. These orbitals interact with th
appropriate symmetry-adapted orbitals on nickel. 

The calculated band structure of this one-dimensio
sublattice (4) is shown in Figure 4c. To see how the Si-N
interactions occur we also show the band structures o
zigzag (Si22−)∞ chain without the nickel atoms (Figure 4a

Figure 3. (a) Band structure, (b) DOS, and (c) COOP of a one-dimensional zigzag Si chain. In part b the dotted line correspon
projection of the Si π orbitals. In part c the solid line corresponds to the Si-Si COOP. The Fermi level is drawn in the dashed line fo−,
i.e., Si22−.
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and two linear (Ni0)∞ needles (Figure 4b). In the band
structure for the nickel sublattice (Figure 4b), the different
dispersion of the d bands results from the different extent of
overlap of the five d orbitals with those in the neighboring
cells. The dx2

-y
2 band has the largest dispersion, due to the

relatively strong σ overlap. The degenerate π bands (dxy and
dxz) are flatter because of π smaller overlap between d
orbitals. Due to very small overlap between δ orbitals, the dyz

and dz2 bands are really quite flat. In fact, all these bands are
almost dispersionless because of the large Ni-Ni separation
in the sublattice. For an electron count of d10, there are ten
electrons to be placed in the five Ni d bands, making these d
bands completely filled.

When the Si-Ni interactions are turned on, we note that
there are considerable changes in the bands around the
Fermi level (compare Figure 4c with Figure 4a). The
important σ-type interaction takes place between the py

bands (σ2 at Γ, σ3 and σ4) of silicon and the Ni dx2
-y

2 bands.
This interaction is favored by the good energy match and the
favorable overlap between these band orbitals. It results in
the Si-Ni σ bonding (the bands around -14.5 and -11.5 eV in
Figure 4c) and the Si-Ni σ* antibonding bands (narrow ones
around -6.0 eV in Figure 4c), which are shifted down and up,
respectively, relative to the σ2 at Γ, σ3 and σ4 bands of the
pure Si chain. The orbital mixing just described is nicely
shown in the DOS projections of the silicon py and nickel
dx

2
-y

2 orbitals in Figure 5. The COOP curve for the Si-Ni
bond also present in Figure 5 shows the bonding and
antibonding character of these bands. The gap between the
two bonding peaks at -14.5 and -11.5 eV is due to the
avoided crossing. The lack of Si-Ni antibonding character in
the -6.0 eV region can be explained by the mixing of higher-

lying Ni 4py orbital into the antibonding combination in a S
Ni bonding way. The silicon π and π*  (or pz) bands are also
rearranged due to their π interaction with the nickel dyz

bands. These bands extending between -10.2 and -6.0 eV
slightly destabilized, a consequence of the Si-Ni π
antibonding interaction; compare the half-filled π band in
Figure 4c with the π band in Figure 4a. The bonding
counterpart bands of the Si-Ni π interaction are in the
bonding zone localized between -11.5 and -10.6 eV. 

To align the Fermi levels in both silicon and nickel cha
substructures, some electron density flows from silicon
nickel sublattices. The Fermi level for the Ni2Si22− chain is
thus lowered slightly relative to the pure Si chain. T
calculated average overlap populations (OP) for the Ni2Si22−

chain are 0.72 for the Si-Ni bonds and 0.98 for the Si
bonds, respectively. A comparison with the OP in (Si2

2−)∞

zigzag chain (Si-Si OP=0.97) suggests that the Si-Si bond
in the Ni2Si22− chain is slightly strengthened as compared
that in (Si22−)∞. The COOP curve (Figure 5) confirms thi
expectation. In the COOP plots we see that the origina
partially filled π*  band just below the Fermi level in Figure 
is left unoccupied in (Ni2Si22−)∞.  

 C. The Si2 Layer. Two Si atoms in the YNiSi3 structure
form dimers that are collinear with the b axis direction and
are arranged side by side in a rectangular array wh
extends over the ac plane (Figure 1). There are two slightl
different types of dimers [Si(1)-Si(1) and Si(3)-Si(3)] in S
Si separations. They are 2.346 and 2.350 Å, respectively,
the Si-Si distances between adjacent dimers are 2.789 Å

Let us first consider the idealized square Si2 layer, adapted
from the YNiSi3 structure. For the construction of the ban
structure of the two-dimensional double layer, we use b

Figure 4. Band structures for (a) the zigzag silicon sublattice, (b) the nickel sublattice, and (c) the composite structure of a one-dimensional
zigzag Si chain enveloped by Ni atoms, i.e., (Ni2Si22−)∞. The dashed line marks the Fermi level.
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primitive (small) and centered (large) square cells. The
transition to the latter lattice can be accomplished by folding
the band structure of the former lattice. 

The detailed analysis of the folding-back procedure has

been given elsewhere12 and will not be repeated here. A two
dimer cell is taken here because the large lattice is prese
the structure of YNiSi3. The resultant band structure ha
twice as many bands in every direction, as shown in Fig
6b. The band structure of the small lattice (Figure 6
contains the lowest σs band and two lone pair combination
(n+, n−) lying higher in energy, a result of strong s, py orbital
mixing. Above the two lone pair bands we have two π pair
bands that are bonding and antibonding within the dimer a
the highest σp

* level. The corresponding DOS and COO
curves are shown in Figure 7. An examination of the CO
curves shows that maximum bonding for the Si-Si bon
between dimers and within the dimers is achieved w
different electron counts. With eight electrons (per Si2 unit)
all bonding states within the dimers are filled and an
bonding states are slightly occupied. A similar situati
occurs for the bonds between dimers with nine electrons
can also be seen from the COOP curves in Figure 7 that
electrons per Si2 would be an unreasonably high electro
count for the double layer since both bonds are weakened
the layer the maximal intrapair bonding occurs for electr
counts lower than 10. This is a consequence of so
intrapair π* bands coming to low energy as a result 
bonding interpair interactions. For an electron count of 8 
Si2 we occupy the σ and π bands that are mainly bonding
with respect to the dimer and the layer. The Si-Si over
populations for this electron count are 0.90 and 0.41 wit
and between the dimers, respectively. With one additio
electron the corresponding overlap populations are 0.85 
0.42. Consequently, the Si-Si interpair bonding in the lay
remains nearly unchanged, while the Si-Si bonding in 
dimers is slightly weakened because of filling of π*

antibonding states.
We now want to take a look at the influence of the 

Figure 5. (a) Projected DOS and (b) COOP plots of a one-
dimensional zigzag Si chain enveloped by Ni atoms, i.e., (Ni2Si22−)∞.
The py (σ) and pz (π) orbitals of Si are projected out in the DOS as
solid and dotted lines, respectively. COOP plots illustrate the Si-Ni
(solid line) and Si-Si (dotted line) bonding character of the bands.
The dashed line marks the Fermi level.

Figure 6. Band structure of a square layer of Si2 dimers: (a) with a primitive cell and (b) after the back-folding process. The unit ce
outlined at top of each plot.
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atoms capping the Si2 layer from above and below in the real
structure. When the Ni atoms are considered, the bands can
mix appreciably. Some low-lying Si bands are stabilized in
energy as a result of bonding interactions with Ni atoms. The
band structure in Figure 8 manifests traces of the band
structure for the large cell of the double layer (Figure 6b).
The Si atoms in the layer were tentatively considered as Si−.
The large cell contains two Si2 molecules and two Ni atoms,
with their orbitals filled by 40 electrons. This leads to an
occupation of antibonding intrapair Si-Si states (Figure 8c)
below the Fermi level, which, however, optimizes Si-Ni
bonding (Si-Ni OP = 0.41). It should be noted that the Fermi
level (-5.36 eV) of this NiSi2

2− layer is substantially higher

than that (-8.65 eV) of the Ni2Si22− chain.
D. The Full YNiSi3 Structure. The two Si substructures

in YNiSi3 are well separated from each other and do n
interact directly. Therefore, the DOS contributions of th
separately calculated Si sublattices, namely a chain (Fig
9c) and a layer (Figure 9b) of Si atoms surrounded by th
Ni neighbors, are consistent with the projected DOS of
atoms calculated for the full YNiSi3 structure (Figure 9a). Si
atoms provide the majority of their states below the Fer
level. The DOS curve (Figure 2) shows that although mos
the Y 4d states are above the Fermi level, a small portio
found to be mixing with Ni 3d and Si 3p states in bondi
levels below the Fermi level. Initially all bonding energ

Figure 7. (a) DOS and (b) COOP plots of a square layer of Si2 dimers. In the COOP plots the Si-Si bonds between dimers and within
dimers are drawn in the dotted and solid lines, respectively. The Fermi levels for different electron populations are shown as dashed lines in
the COOP.

Figure 8. (a) Band structure, (b) DOS and (c) COOP of a NiSi2 layer. Contributions of Si (dashed line) and Ni (dotted line) to the total D
(solid line) are shown in the DOS. The Fermi level is marked for 2NiSi2

2−. In part c the Si-Si overlap populations are shown as solid li

within the dimers, and as dotted lines between dimers. The Si-Ni bonding (dashed line) is optimized with all bonding levels and no
antibonding levels occupied at the Fermi level.
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states of the Si chain were filled with five electrons per Si.
As we saw, Si-Si antibonding π* states of the Si2 layer are
occupied for the unreasonably high-lying 10-electron Fermi
level of the layer. In the complete structure, therefore, some
electrons are shifted from the Si2 layers to the rest of the
structure. According to the modified electron counting
scheme,13 three electrons should be transferred from the (Si-
Si)2− layer to fill the π* orbitals in the Si chain and the Ni d-
and s-block levels. With the Fermi level at -6.96 eV, a
consequence of equalization of the Fermi levels of the
component sublattices, the antibonding π*  states of the Si
chain become occupied, as shown in Figure 10. At the Fermi
level, a substantial part of the Ni s and p bands is occupied,
so that the calculated Ni configuration is d9.52s0.49p0.85. An
electron occupation picture of the two Si and Ni
substructures after such an electron transfer is illustrated
schematically by 6. 

This makes the Si chain and Ni atoms formally Si2− and
Ni2−, respectively. Only seven electrons are formally pres
in the Si2 layer, making it a Si2

+ double layer. The resulting
Si-Si overlap populations calculated for the full YNiS3

structure are 0.81 for Si atoms forming the chains (Si
distance 2.386 Å). Relatively large overlap populatio
within the Si dimers (Si-Si = 2.35 Å) of 0.86 are the result
a two-center two-electron bond strengthened by π bonding
interactions. 

Consistent with all these expectations, the calcula
charge distribution is Y1.20+Ni0.86−Si0.51−(Si2)0.17+. The Si
atoms forming the dimers seem to be slightly oxidized. O
the contrary, the Ni and the Si atoms forming zigzag ch
are best thought of as being reduced. While we do not p
much emphasis on the calculated numbers, qualitatively
distribution of electron density seems plausible. There is
course, substantial orbital mixing of Y states. Bondin
within YNiSi3 is highly covalent and both Si-Ni and Si-S
interactions provide the major source of its stability. T
integrated overlap populations were determined for vario
contacts in YNiSi3 to gauge the strength of these interactio
and are listed in Table 2. As shown in the COOP, the Si
bonding levels are nearly filled up to the Fermi level ev
though there are some bonding levels of it above the Fe
level (Figure 11). 

The band structure of YNiSi3 is shown in Figure 12. The

Figure 9. (a) Contributions of Si2 layers (solid line) and Si chains
(dotted line) to the total DOS of YNiSi3, and the projected DOS of
Si atoms calculated for (b) the layers and (c) the chains surrounded
by their Ni neighbors. The dashed line refers to the Fermi level.

Figure 10. COOP curves of the Si-Si bonds: (a) in the on
dimensional Si chains (solid line); (b) within the dimers in the S2

layers (dotted line) calculated for the three-dimensional YNiS3

structure. The dashed line refers to the Fermi level.
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Fermi level crosses significantly dispersive bands along the
lines Γ → X and Γ → Z corresponding to the a and c
directions in the crystal, respectively. The band dispersion
along the line Γ → Y, which corresponds to the b direction in
the crystal, is very small. These results suggest the

importance of Si-Si bonding interactions in the Si chains a
layers parallel to the axial directions of the ac plane of the
structure. The metallic conductivity is thus predicted to be
two-dimensional (2D) metal. The π and π* bands of these
sublattices are responsible for the expected electro
conductivity of YNiSi3 (see the Figure 9a showing th
significant contributions of Si2 layers to the total DOS nea
the Fermi level). The greater number of bands crossed a
Γ X than along Γ Z may result in the better conduction alon
the crystallographic a direction. 

 
Conclusions

 
The YNiSi3 structure consists of Ni-capped Si2 dimer

layers and Si zigzag chains. Ni and Si atoms rece
electrons from the most electropositive Y in YNiSi3, and
hence Ni 3d, 4s, and Si 3p states dominate below the Fe
level. Since the π* orbitals in the Si chain and the Ni d and
block levels are almost completely occupied, the cha
balance for YNiSi3 can be written as (Y3+)(Ni2−)(Si2−)(Si-
Si)+, making the Si2 layers oxidized. These results sugge
that the Si zigzag chain contains single bonds and the2

double layer possesses single bonds within a dimer wit
partial double bond character. Strong Si-Si and Ni-
bonding interactions are important for giving stability to th
structure, while essentially no metal-metal bonding exists
all. The 2D metallic behavior of this compound is due to t
Si-Si interaction leading to dispersion of the several Si2 π
bands crossing the Fermi level in the plane perpendicula
the crystallographic b axis. 
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